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Abstract 

 

MSME or Micro , small and medium size enterprises are the backbone of economy of any 

developing country . Especially in India , It is all the more important as more than 10 crore of the 

working population work in such enterprises .As per textbook definition , A micro enterprise is one 

who has less than or equal to 20 employees  and capital deployed less than 40L to 50 L . A Small 

enterprise is one who is having 21-150 employees and capital deployed 40L to 4 crore . A medium 

enterprise is having 150-300 employees and capital is 4cr to 8 cr.With the increment in size , 

increases the complexity of HR operations and manpower related issues in MSME companies .There 

have been so many papers on HR practices of large enterprises but there is a strong need of 

structured research on MSME sector and it’s typical HR related problems. The manpower  

productivity of this sector is crucial as huge number of people are employed here and contribution 

of this sector on national GDP is of critical importance .The MSME sector often struggles to grow . 

There could be multiple reasons for that . One angle is, poor HR practices which cripples the 

growth by breeding unproductive category of employees .This write up tries to highlight the possible 

reasons in HR practices which are majorly contributing towards retarded growth . 

 

 

Objective  

 

There are two objectives of this paper . 

 

1. To have a critical analysis of HR 

related factors which are contributing 

towards poor productivity of MSME 

sector companies . 

 

2. To bring an awareness amongst HR 

fraternity on MSME HR related issues so 

that we can have a much structured 

corrections in HR practices of these 

companies and push them forward to a 

growth path . 

 

 

 

Research Methodology 

 

This study typically takes the form study 

of secondary data available on Human 

Resource Management system in Micro 

Small and Medium organisations and their 

HR processes. The reports on the study 

topic have also been collected to 

understand and conclude the effectiveness 

of the HRM process. The author has taken 

the help of Internet based reports and self - 

collected data from small and medium 

organisations where he himself have 

worked over the years. 
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Introduction  

 

In this writing , we will try to analyse the 

typical HR problems that this sector is 

facing and the implications it is having on 

sectoral performance of these units. 

 

Let us first identify the few important 

problems , this sector is facing as far as 

the HR practices are concerned . 

 

1. Lack of HR awareness amongst 

Company Management 

 

2. Almost non-existent HR dept or poorly 

qualified and untrained HRs. 

 

3. Faulty or improper employee selection 

Process 

 

4. Poor Maintenance of HR database , lack 

of integrated approach through software. 

 

5. Poor organisational hierarchy structure 

and Job divisions . 

 

6. Employee engagement and motivation 

issues 

 

7. Unorganised or improper performance 

appraisal system 

 

8. Lack of proper employee training or 

learning systems 

 

9. Lack of creativity and ingenuity in HR 

approach 

 

10. Poor Employee grievance redressal 

system 

 

11. Inappropriate exit benefits 

 

12. Poorly designed employee 

communication systems 

 

The impact of all these issues , although in 

a much smaller scale, needs to be properly 

evaluated in financial terms and 

calculation of loss of productivity needs to 

be done after that. This is certain that these 

HR issues are definitely acting as a 

deterrent for growth in these organisations 

but methodical research on this aspect is 

yet to be undertaken with respect to 

MSME sector. 

 

Now we will discuss each of these factors 

in details so that a concrete discussion can 

emerge on how to tackle these issues. 

 

1. Lack of HR awareness amongst 

management - In most of small and 

medium sized companies , the owner or 

the managers do not appreciate the 

importance of HR management . To them 

investing in HR practices are additional 

expenditures without any measurable 

outcome. They feel like “ why should I 

invest in it when I know that employees 

will not stay for long “ . 

They do not try to understand that 

investing in HR practices will ensure 

better and longer retention of productive 

employees. In fact employee retention is 

another contentious issue that these 

companies face on a regular basis . That 

could be mainly attributed to poor HR 

practices . 
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2. Almost non-existent HR dept or 

poorly qualified and untrained HRs - 

MSME sector is struggling with lack of 

quality HR Managers or executives . In 

most cases , the so called ‘HR Managers’ 

are either redeployed employees in HR 

departments from other Job roles or 

appointed mediocre HR executives or 

rookies in the profession. They are most of 

the time working with an ad-hoc approach 

without any long term vision . Engaged 

mostly in day to day transactional issues 

.Mostly unaware and non sensitive to the 

need of different 

department employees . As a result , they 

fail to show any proper HR pathway to the 

management . 

In most such companies , HRs have 

become mere recruiters whose main job is 

to source candidates  from job portals or 

other sources and fight the never ending 

attrition issue .  They do not have any 

focus on employee retention or motivation 

building exercises . 

Another problem is the poor pay structure 

of these HR employees in these companies 

as a result quality HRs are not interested 

to join . They are caught in the following 

vicious circle. 

As this circular flow diagram shows, these 

HRs are always busy in replacing people 

in vacant posts . Most of the people , in 

this posts are busy the whole day 

contacting recruitment consultants , 

searching job portals ,arranging campus 

interviews , taking video or personal 

interviews and so on . They do not have 

time for employee engagement activities 

or implementation of Innovative Ideas. 

Which in turn, reduces employee retention 

and the cycle goes on and on. This 

hampers overall productivity of employees 

as they are more involved in searching for 

new jobs rather than investing their time 

and effort for increasing revenue of the 

present organisation. 

 

3. Faulty or improper employee 

selection Process - Although in these 

organisations HRs are always busy in 

recruiting replacements or hiring new 

employees for expansions , still selection 

process itself is unstructured . Only one 

/two rounds of Physical interview or 

Telephonic Interview is done . Reference 

check may or may not exist . No proper 

selection policy is there . Most of the 

companies do not rely on proper 

background checks or psychometric 

analysis of employees. As a result, they 

often end up hiring employees who are 

proven to be wrong selections in the long 

run. Quantity , not quality, becomes the 

priority 

. This further adds to the woe of attrition 

and starts the vicious cycle . 

 

4. Poor Maintenance of HR database , 

lack of integrated approach through 

software - In MSME sector , “ Budgetary 

constraint” prevails. When budget is there 

, vision is lacking . As a result , employee 

databases are often maintained in paper 

files or basic computerized systems like 

excel files which lacks the sophistication 

of a software controlled system. Data 

entry problems are rampant and generates 

faulty reports . Lack of proper data also 

cripples the management’s decision 

making ability . 

 

Even in some cases HR managers have 
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become mere data entry operators, whole 

day busy in entering raw data in huge 

excel files . 

 

Important employee data like date of birth 

, date of joining , Contract period , 

Performance details, attendance data are 

either incomplete or maintained in 

separate systems.They are not merged 

with central MIS . Collating different data 

and preparing meaningful reports become 

a huge challenge . 

 

Most of the standard softwares are costly 

and many companies can’t afford them, as 

a result , they continue with this half - 

cooked system. 

 

But this leads to poor identification of 

problem and suggesting proper solutions. 

Which adds to poor HR policy 

implementation. 

 

5. Poor organisational hierarchy 

structure and Job divisions :Another two 

major problems cripple MSME 

organisations, Lack of right people in the 

right numbers at the right places and lack 

of productivity of existing employees. 

That means , People are less in number in 

few critical functions and the people who 

are present , their productivity is also 

under question. 

 

If we analyze these problems , then we 

will find that there are few reasons why 

people are less in number in a few critical 

places . 

 

a) Attrition , which we have discussed 

already and why the HR always remains 

busy . 

 

b) Deliberate restrictions on 

manpower recruitment citing reasons of 

cost and revenue 

 

In many companies , lack of mid-level 

managerial staff is another issue which 

adds to poor supervision of ground level 

staff . One Manager , often controls far 

more number of staff than what is as per 

his or her capacity . Managerial work load 

is more and that further adds to managerial 

attrition. No proper organisational 

hierarchy exists and that creates an 

imbalance in workload . 

Though many a times these companies 

propagates the concept of multitasking 

ability in an employee citing it to be an 

important requirement still the employees 

are doing it out of compulsion as there is a 

huge deficiency of staff in different 

positions . To keep his or her job the 

employee has to do the multitasking . But 

quality of work gets hugely compromised 

here . Also adds to increased work-related 

stress . 

All these factors , ultimately, leads to an 

unstable situation in HR department and 

creates a restlessness in approach . Finally 

, organisational productivity suffers which 

impacts revenue , directly or indirectly . 

Hence , retarding the growth of the 

company . 

 

6. Employee engagement and 

motivation issues- HRs in this companies 

lack vision and proper policy . As a result , 

they fail to undertake employee 

engagement activities on a regular basis . 

No frequency maintained , only stray 
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activities suddenly pop up . That too fails 

to achieve its objective. In most of the 

cases , employers expect the employee to 

be engaged . But , no methodical or 

strategic approach is taken from the HRs 

side to measure or improve employee 

engagement . 

All will agree that for many people , 

money is the biggest motivator , in the 

absence of most of the other motivating 

factors , money becomes the only reason 

for motivation in many employees . 

Unfortunately , that also lacks in many 

cases . Hence , overall employee 

motivation takes a backseat and eventually 

hampers productivity . We can not even 

expect employees to be engaged in this 

situation. 

 

Another typical problem is a situation 

where most of the employees in these 

companies tend to resist change . Because 

of low motivation , any initiative to 

improve situation gets hurt due to poor 

employee acceptance. Organisation faces 

stagnation . Employees are also often 

found to be bad mouthing about the 

organisation and erodes market reputation 

and brand image . 

 

Working for such companies becomes a 

nightmare for any managerial staff as 

motivating employees to do even simple 

tasks are often challenging. Mid-level 

managers are often found to be 

sandwiched in this companies and suffers 

from frustration and lack of job 

satisfaction. 

 

7. Unorganised or improper 

performance appraisal system - 

Performance appraisal of existing 

employees in different job roles are crucial 

as most MSME companies suffer from 

poor employee productivity . Not one, but 

multiple factors are responsible for that . 

There are two challenges which exist here  

1. Measuring Performance 

 

2. Designing a system to Manage 

performance 

 

Most of the companies do not have a 

structured system to measure performance 

. Another problem is, not every job is also 

quantifiable. 

 

Hence , HRs have a challenge of 

designing a system of performance 

management which will balance 

everything. Without that , yearly growth, 

hike or appraisal only becomes a matter of 

subjective evaluation without any number 

orientation to it. That also fosters biasness 

and creates procedural injustice for 

employees . Employees will always be 

unhappy with what they got and hence 

will fiddle with their own productivity 

ignoring company objective . 

Without a proper performance 

management system , it is very difficult to 

isolate blackships from the company ( 

Poor Performers ) . Hence , company may 

be ladened with poor performing 

employees more in number , thus creating 

a perfect recipe for disaster . 

 

8. Lack of proper employee training or 

learning systems - One way to improve 

employee productivity is to improve 

employee training processes in the 

organisation . But , unfortunately , many 
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MSME sector companies feel employee 

training is an expenditure , not an 

investment. They do not have any modern 

training tool, many can’t afford them . As 

a result , employees keep on making the 

same mistake , bringing the same type of 

result as they have been bringing for years 

. Management undervalued importance of 

training by saying -“ will there be any 

result ?” . Lack of training mounts to 

increased customer dissatisfaction at every 

level , thus hampering revenue growth . 

 

As training is a value addition to many 

employees, hence , proper training ensures 

retention or at least may prolong the stay 

of productive employees . But as usual , 

many MSME organisations do not value 

the importance of staff training . Thus 

creating a stagnating culture with goal less 

pursuits . Many of them are somehow 

getting by without any proper growth 

strategy in place . But they become a 

stagnating dirty water body for 

progressive employees who are always on 

the lookout for greener pastures . 

 

9. Lack of creativity and ingenuity in 

HR approach- In most MSME companies 

, HRs are only busy in transactional 

approach . They do not put their brain in 

researching new ways to engage and 

satisfy employees. Even attrition at HR 

level is also rampant . 

 

10. Poor Employee grievance redressal 

system - In these companies , it is 

expected that employees will have a lot 

of different grievances . But how do they 

ventilate it . Is there any official 

channels existing ? Will the HRs be 

empathetic to their grievances ? What is 

the possibility of getting victimized? 

Is there any reward or punishment for a 

whistleblower ? In most cases , employees 

never raise their voice formally against 

most of the negative things but they have 

their grapevine channels to discuss about 

those things. 

Most companies do not encourage 

employee grievances , and even though 

they do , employees do not come forward 

as they usually have a lack of trust on HRs 

or Management . In many cases , even if 

they do , they do not get any appropriate 

and timely resolution of the grievances . 

 

Employee agitation is a common 

phenomenon in these companies on even 

trivial issues. 

 

11. Inappropriate exit benefits - When 

they worked they were somehow unhappy 

, when they leave that unhappiness lingers 

in the form of non -settlement of their 

company dues. It takes months or even 

years to get their settlement benefits or 

even retirement dues. 

 

12. Poorly designed employee 

communication systems - 

 

In MSME companies , a major constraint 

is poor infrastructure issues like Internet 

connectivity , Departmental software etc. 

Only having a nice office is not enough . 

One needs to have proper system and 

processes in place 

MSME companies , due to budgetary 

constraints, often does not invest much on 

modern official communication channels 

and people often use their own and private 
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communication methods . 

 

Conclusion : 

 

As per recent economic survey , many 

small and medium size companies in India 

fail to follow the growth path even after 10-

20 years of formation . 

As discussed , the reasons are multifactorial 

. One of the major factors could be poor 

focus on HR policies and practices in this 

category of companies . 

As a result they only produce a group of 

dissatisfied employees who in turn 

produces lot of dissatisfied customers . 

They become caught up in a vicious cycle 

of lack of growth or ‘ MSME trap ‘. 

Companies who overcome all these 

obstacles , can remain a step ahead of 

others to eventually become a large 

corporation from a MSME company. 
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